
LightenUp™ Backlit 
Displays
A Sustainable Portable Display

Overview
The LightenUp Display incorporates many design features 

to make setup, takedown, and transportation quick and 

easy. The LightenUp Display requires NO TOOLS to set up, 

making it truly a plug-and-play backlit display. Details like 

these can only come from a partner who knows all the “ins 

and outs” of display products. Available as both single- and 

double-sided and printed with 4K Print Technology, the 

best dye-sub process on the market, you get color beyond 

compare and industry-leading fit and finish.

Sustainability
The LightenUp Backlit Display is available with rLIT ™ fabric 

which is made from 100% recycled materials. rLIT saves 40 

plastic water bottles from landfills in each linear foot.

All LightenUp Backlit Display graphics and hardware are 

recyclable. Ask your representative about the Preserving 

Earth™ program.

Protecting the Planet We Call Home

Highlights
• Extruded PVC frame is lightweight, yet durable, with a 

profile that adds both structure and function

• Integrated lights and wiring means the LightenUp 

Display is truly “plug-and-play”

• Integrated sturdy PVC foot rotates into position to 

provide a stable base for light boxes

• Proprietary Z-bent metal foot intelligently designed to 

make installing graphics a breeze and brings exceptional 

stability to larger, stand-alone light boxes

• Proprietary interior support bars are gray instead of 

white to produce an evenly lit graphic free of “hot spots”

• Lay-flat electrical plug keeps the light box standing tall 

and straight



Open Dimensions

Frame Width Height Depth
3x8 35.98" 96.22" 4.75"

5x8 60" 96.22" 4.75"

8x8 96.22" 96.22" 4.75”

10x8 118.11" 96.22" 4.75"
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The Best SEG Graphics
With LightenUp Displays, your graphics will be printed with 

4K Print Technology, sewn and finished to perfection by 

professionals. Our rLIT ™ fabric is coated in fire retardant 

and, when installed, the taut graphics have just enough 

stretch to pull out typical fold lines.

Versatility
Using a small connector, LightenUp Displays can be 

combined in a number of different ways to create a 

beautiful, unique custom experience. Shelving and monitor 

mount accessories are easily integrated to add even more 

customization.


